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ABSTRACT
Appearance-based approaches have the advantage of representing the variability of an object’s
appearance due to illumination change without explicit shape modeling. While a substantial amount of
research has been performed on the representation of object’s diffuse and specular shading, little attention
has been paid to cast shadows which are critical for attaining realism when multiple objects are present in
a scene. We present an appearance-based method for representing shadows and rendering them in a 3D
environment without explicit geometric modeling of shadow-casting object. A cubemap-like illumination
array is constructed, and an object’s shadow under each cubemap light pixel is sampled on a plane. Only
the geometry of the shadow-sampling plane is known relative to the cubemap lighting. The sampled images
of both the object and its cast shadows are represented using the Haar wavelet, and rendered on an
arbitrary 3D background of known geometry. Experiments are carried out to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the presented method.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The main advantage of the appearance-based representation is that without requiring any
information about object shape and BRDF, it accounts for the variability of object/image
appearance due to illumination or viewing change using a low-dimensional linear subspace. Much
research has been carried out for representing object’s diffuse and specular appearance for image
synthesis and recognition. However, there have been few appearance-based approaches to shadow
synthesis and rendering and this motivated us to develop a method to represent a shadow using
basis images for re-rendering and re-lighting. Shadows are critical for achieving realism when
multiple objects/backgrounds are rendered. Without shadows, it is impossible to realistically
render the image/object appearance into synthetic scenes.
Initial appearance-based approaches have represented a convex Lambertian object without
attached and cast shadows using a 3-D linear subspace determined with three images taken under
linearly independent lighting conditions [1,2]. Higher-dimensional linear subspaces have been
used for object recognition to deal with non-Lambertian surfaces, shadows and extreme
illumination conditions [3-6]. A set of basis images that span a linear subspace are constructed by
applying PCA (principal component analysis) to a large number of images captured under
different light directions.
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Instead of the PCA-driven basis images, analytically specified harmonic images have recently
been investigated for spanning a linear subspace. A harmonic image is an image under lighting
distribution specified by spherical harmonics. Basri and Jacobs used a 9-D linear subspace
defined with harmonic images for face recognition under varying illumination [8]. Lee et al. has
shown that input images taken under 9 lights can approximate a 9-D subspace spanned by
harmonic images for an object or a class of objects, and presented a method for determining 9
light source directions [10]. Harmonic images have been recently used for efficient object
rendering under complex illumination by Ramamoorthi and Hanrahan and by Sloan et al. [9, 12].
All of the above harmonic image-based approaches require object geometry and BRDF to
compute harmonic images. Despite all the progress in object modeling, obtaining an accurate
model for shape and BRDF from a complex real object is still a highly challenging problem. Sato
et al. developed a method for analytically deriving basis images of a convex object from its
images taken under a point light source without requiring object model for shape and BRDF [7].
They also developed a method to determine a set of lighting directions based on the object’s
BRDF and the angular sampling theorem on spherical harmonics.
When an object’s images are captured under various illumination conditions, the images of the
object’s cast shadows can also be captured simultaneously with a plane placed on the opposite
side of the light. A set of those shadow images can be represented using appropriate basis
functions and their linear combination can be re-projected for rendering onto a new synthetic or
other 3-D scenes. We develop a method for representing shadow appearance for cubemap
illumination geometry and physically construct a cubemap-like lighting apparatus for shadow
image sampling/capture. The light-sampling distance is determined by the desired cubemap
resolution. In this specific illumination array, the size of the light pixel of the cubemap increases
as the sampling distance increases (or as the resolution decreases). Therefore, the size of the light
pixel limits the bandwidth of the cast shadows and prevents aliasing due to insufficient sampling.
We use the Haar wavelet for basis functions to represent appearance of both object and shadow.
There have been approaches to efficient object and shadow rendering using linear combination of
basis images. Nimeroff et al. [11] used pre-computed basis images for rendering a scene
including shadows and developed basis functions for natural skylight. Sloan et al. [12] used
spherical harmonics for pre-computed radiance transport (PRT), Ng et al. developed PRT
techniques based on wavelet and cubemap [13, 14], and Zhou et al. also used wavelet for
precomputed object and shadow fields (POF and PSF) under moving objects and illuminations
[15]. All of these approaches require object geometry and BRDF for pre-computing PRT or
POF/PSF. On the other hand, the goal of the work presented in this paper is to estimate shadow
projection in a cubemap using only sampled shadow images expanded on a set of wavelet basis
images. No model for object shape and BRDF is necessary and all that is required is the
calibration of the shadow sampling plane with respect to the light array.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed approach to the
sampling, representation and rendering of shadows into a 3-D scene. Sections 3 shows
experimental results and Section 4 concludes this paper.

2. OBJECT AND SHADOW APPEARANCE
2.1. Light Cube and Image Capture
In computer graphics, cubemaps are used frequently for representing area lighting such as
environment map. A wavelet basis is suitable for approximating light distribution on a cubemap,
containing area lights that vary from the size of cubemap pixel to the size of entire sky. A lightarray cube is constructed as shown in Figure 1 and an image of object and shadow is captured
under each cube pixel light. For our experimental study, the cube has a 32 ×32 light array only on
the top side and a shadow sampling plane was place near the bottom side. Calibration is
2
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performed to establish the relationship between the light array, shadow sampling plane and
camera. Each light pixel element is constructed in a rectangular compartment with a white power
LED on the top and diffuse on the bottom as illustrated as shown in Figure 1. Seen from the
bottom, the light element looks uniformly bright square due to the diffuser and the gap between
the light squares is less than 2 mm.
30 mm
30 mm

5-watt white power LED

50 mm
diffuser
light element
light array

object
shadow
sampling
plane

Figure 1. Cubemap light array, light element and shadow sampling plane

2.2. Shadow Sampling in Light Cube
Let us consider the shadow sampling-bandwidth relationship in the light cube. Figure 2 illustrates
shadow casting geometry and shadow intensity for a point-like small object. The relationship
between the distance ds between shadow samples and the distance dl between light sources is
given as:

hs
,
(1)
hl
where hs and hl denote the distance between the object and the shadow sampling plane and that
between the light array plane and the object, respectively.
d s = dl
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Figure 2. Shadows for point object: (a) geometry for point light source, (b) geometry for area
source, (c) intensity for point light source, and (d) intensity for area light source.
Point light sources cast hard shadow with wide bandwidth as shown in Figure 2 (a) and (c). This
type of shadow cannot be rendered effectively using a linear combination of sampled images
without aliasing when they are sampled under a finite number of point light sources. Only in the
restricted case that the shadow sampling plane is right beneath the object, it may be possible to
have sufficient sampling rate due to small ds.
An area light source spreads shadow shape and reduces the shadow bandwidth as depicted in
Figure 2 (b) and (d). Although the spread is rectangular in an ideal case, it normally appears as a
smoother function probably due to light diffraction at the source and scattering at the object. The
area sources closely packed in the light array simply blurs the shadows and thus serves as antialiasing filter. Figure 3 shows the shadow casting geometry where the object and the shadow
sampling plane are both tilted with respect to the light array. In this case, the shadow spread is not
dl

light array

object
hs2

hs1
ds1

ds2

Figure 3. Shadows for tilted object and shadow sampling plane.
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constant but depends on the ratio of hs and hl, and thus provides varying degree of anti-aliasing
blurring. This analysis should be valid for attached shadows within an object and as well as
sampled cast shadows.

2.3. Image Representation and Shadow Mapping
The intensity I observed at point x on an object surface can be written as
I (x ) =



2

∫ ∫
0

2

0

L ( x ,  i ,  i ) V ( x ,  i ,  i )  ( x ,  i ,  i ;  o ,  o ) cos  i sin  i d  i d  i

(2)

where L denotes the lighting and V is the visibility function which indicates whether the light
reach at a point on the surface, ρ is the BRDF function, and (θi,φi) and (θo,φo) denote incoming
and outgoing directions of light, respectively. For a fixed camera, the term
V(x,θi,φi)ρ(x,θi,φi,θo,φo)cosθi can be simplified to the reflectance kernel RV(x,θi,φi) including the
visibility information. Therefore, the intensity I of a surface point can be written as:

I (x) =

2



0

0

∫ ∫

2

L ( x, i , i ) RV ( x, i , i ) sin  i d i di .

(3)

Equation (3) can represent the intensity on both object surface and shadow sampling plane.
Instead of pre-computing RV(x,θi,φi) for each surface point with synthetic objects as in [14], we
use the shadow image on the shadow capturing plane as a light mask for the scene underneath the
object. Shadow image for novel illumination is synthesized by linearly combining basis images of
the sampled shadows. We employed the Haar wavelet for the representation and compression of a
large number of sampled shadow images. Although there have been few directly relevant studies
on the choice of basis for this type of shadow images, the wavelet showed better results than
spherical harmonics for compression of a cubemap image [14] and for the estimation of
illumination from shadows [16].
Shadow mapping from the shadow sampling plane to a synthetic scene is illustrated in Figure 4.
For a given vertex v in the synthetic scene and light source in the direction l, the relationship
between v and its projected point p in the shadow sampling plane P: n·x+d=0 is given as Mv=p
where the projection matrix M is defined as [17]:
 n ⋅ l + d − l x nx

− l y nx

M=
− l z nx


− nx


− lx ny

− l x nz

n ⋅ l + d − l y ny
− lz ny
− ny

− l y nz
n ⋅ l + d − l z nz
− nz

− lx d 

− lyd 
,
− lz d 

n ⋅ l 

(4)

where l denotes the direction vector from light source to vertex and n is the surface normal. This
mapping should be performed for the constant area light using Equation (2). If the BRDF  is
approximated as constant (  ) over the solid angle to which the area light source is subtended,
Equation (2) can be rewritten as:
I (x ) = L ∫

2

0

∫



0

2

V (x, i ,i )cos  i sin  i d i di .

(5)
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This means that the mean of the shadow image intensities in the area subtending to the solid angle
at v can be used for irradiance weighting in rendering the vertex v. In other words, a linearly
combined shadow image for an illumination distribution is a visibility map for lighting elements
in the cube.
light array

n

shadow
sampling
plane

p
M

l
v

Figure 4. Shadow mapping from the shadow sampling plane.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Using the cube illumination system, several objects and their cast shadows are captured. Total of
32×32=1024 sample images are acquired and Figures 5(c) and 6(c) show one of the 1024 sample
images for two objects. They show both an object and its cast shadow.
Figure 5 compares a real scene and a rendered scene. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show environment
maps having one-pixel and nine-pixel lights, respectively. Figures 5(c) and 5(d) are a sampled
view and a 9-light rendered view of a toy airplane illuminated from environment maps shown in
Figures 5(a) and 5(b), respectively. Figures 5(e) and 5(f) show the zoomed views of the object
and Figures 5(g) and 5(h) show the zoomed views of the shadows. Figure 5 shows that
specularities, cast shadows and attached shadows appear more softly in the rendered image with 9
adjacent lights than in the one-light sampled image. As shown in the wing region of the airplane
in figure 5(e) and figure 5(f), the self shadows in the sampled image look sharper than those in the
rendered image with 9 light sources. Figure 6 shows rendered results of a toy tree under novel
illumination. It can be seen in Figure 6 that the specularity in the base region of the toy tree is
substantially more dispersed in the 9-light rendered image than in the one-light sampled image.
The shadow is much softer in the 9-light rendered image.
Figure 7 show the rendered images with a synthetic scene under a novel illumination. Figure 7(a)
(7(c)) show the cast shadows on the synthetic scene under the illumination given by the
environment map shown in Figure 7(b) (7(d)). Figure 7(c) shows that the soft shadow is
realistically rendered.
Only one light array is used on the top side of the light cube in our implementation and
experiments. The construction of a more complete light cube with up to six light arrays and
multiple shadow sampling planes is a subject of our future work. In this paper, we show the
results of shadow rendering only under simple sets of adjacent lighting elements. However, any
complex environment map in the form of cubemap can be used to generate novel illumination.
This paper is focused only on shadow sampling and rendering. In the future, we intend to
compare several bases such as wavelet and spherical harmonics for their effectiveness in
representing specular and diffuse appearance as well as cast/attached shadows.
6
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 5. Rendering in the shadow sampling plane under a novel illumination; (a) cubemap
(single light pixels), (b) cubemap (9 light pixels), (c) rendering onto the shadow sampling
plane, (d) rendering onto the shadow sampling plane, (e) object appearance, (f) object
appearance, (g) real shadow appearance, (h) shadow appearance.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(d)

(f)

Figure 6. Rendering in the shadow sampling plane under a novel illumination with 1 pixel
light and 9 pixels light, respecively; (a) rendering onto the shadow sampling plane, (b)
rendering onto the shadow sampling plane, (c) object appearance, (d) object appearance, (e)
real shadow appearance, (f) shadow appearance.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 7. Shadow rendering; (a) shadow rendering result, (b) environment map with 1 pixel
light, (c) shadow rendering result, (d). environment map with 4 pixels light.

4. CONCLUSIONS
We present an appearance-based method for representing shadows and rendering them into a
synthetic scene without explicit geometric modeling of shadow-casting object. The method
utilizes the special geometry of cubemap-like illumination with closely packed area light
elements and the resolution of synthesized shadows degrades gracefully without aliasing as the
resolution of the cubemap lighting decreases. We constructed a cube light with a light array on
its top and conducted experiments to show the efficacy of the presented approach.
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